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Thesis Proposal
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the relationship between society and it's
depiction as art. The research will require a look into my own personal everyday life and
that of my family and close friends. It will further deal with the emotional connection
that is created between the viewer and the image. In art it is not only the subject matter
that is important, but the materials and techniques that are used.
Through the research of other artists such as: Chuck Close, John Singer Sargent,
Meriseo Lanzanski, Charles White, Billy Andrews, Philip Pearlstein, Rodin, Egon
Schiele it is my hope that it will give me an insight on how others not only deal with
social issues such as ethics, women's rights, rape and other topics. More importantly,
how they deal with the human figure. From the personal connections created between the
viewer and subject in Close's portraits to how Egon Schiele uses line and Rodin's
watercolor figures these are all areas that I plan to explore. My findings will be shown
through the brush stroke or quality of line, the use of color, and how the surface ground is
handled. It is my hope that the viewer will be able to build that connection and an
emotional feeling when viewing my work. The same connections and feelings with many
of the works created by the artists that I have researched and admire.
Introduction
Personally for me, the last couple ofyears have been a time of struggle and a time
to find myself. I have made a big jump from illustrator to fine artist. Making this leap
was hard and trying. There were moments when I questioned what I was doing and had
no clue what I was doing, but I just kept going. So, for me, my thesis was the turning
point in my career as an artist. Until now, I never thought that being an artist would be
the way I would make a living.
I have learned a lot in the last couple ofyears, maybe more than I can remember.
First, I have learned never to give up even when I feel I am going nowhere. It was when
I felt completely stumped that my biggest change came about. Secondly, I find it
important to have people in my life who care about both who I am and what I am doing.
This, for me, is why I have the people I do on my thesis board; I know these people care
and take the extra time to work with me. There were times it seemed as though I was
doing nothing and then there are times I do not have enough hours in the day. Because of
their dedication, I have completed my thesis and grown so much more as an artist and a
person. Artists must create art that brings joy and happiness to themselves and in turn
hopefully their audience, it will inspire them to want to work.
Until I studied at the Art Institute ofPittsburgh I had very little experience
drawing live models, let alone nude ones, and I did not like to draw the human figure. At
the onset it was very frustrating because live models were not of any interest to me and
the outcome of the drawing did not meet my desired goals. "Just drawing living flesh and
observing and reinventing the figure is more difficult and a bigger task than dealing with
specific objects that you know about a hammer and a saw", says Jim Dine (Pg 35, Glenn,
1985). Ironically, that is the subject ofmy thesis and now I love the human figure.
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This change ofheart occurred during one ofmy first figure classes. An
assignment for this class was to go to the airport and draw people doing whatever they
were doing, capturing everyday life. It was fascinating to watch people interacting with
each other and their environment. While on assignment at the airport, I was trying to
capture the energy ofpeople running to their flights or getting that relaxed feeling they
have after boarding. The airport opened my eyes to a completely new exciting world,
employing gestural drawing.
Printmaking
At R.I.T. in my second year ofmy MFA, I began to start on my body ofwork for
my thesis. Not having had the first year to experiment and work out what I wanted to do,
this was the time to do it. I started out wanting to do paintings ofpeople in their
everyday environment and at work. My plan was to do paintings ofpeople blowing
glass, throwing clay on the wheel, and other people around me; however, I could not
really get motivated about it. Concurrently, I was taking a figure painting class with
Keith Howard. His focus was on figure drawing and learning the quality of lines, this
really interested me. I was hooked on drawing the figures, which I had avoided until
then.
At this point, I also started to take some electives that I was not able to take
during my first year when I was in the teaching program. Printmaking was something
that interested me and since one ofmy thesis board members is a pioneer in non-toxic
printmaking, he encouraged me to take a class. He suggested the monotype printmaking
class since it was capable of capturing my drawing style. I was doing drawings of quick
expressive lines that were not detailed with little shading, which resulted in a final
product that were of a simplistic style. Keith Howard felt that drawing on Plexiglas
sheets with a variety of tools ranging from brushes to Q-tips, I would be able recreate the
effects and line qualities I was able to achieve with charcoal and paper. I believe at this
time that "prints prompt drawings and drawings become
prints"
(Pg 22 Glenn, 1985). My
drawing and prints at this time entertained and played off each other; when printmaking a
sponge brush and ink replaced my replaced my piece of charcoal. This new medium
opened up new and exciting
ways to express myself. It also was a new direction for my
thesis to move toward.
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Monotype prints start out usually with either a blank piece ofPlexiglas or metal
plate. Monotype printmaking is often referred to as the painterly technique because of
the freedoms it offers the artist. The artist may use a range of tools from brushes, rollers,
q-tips to anything the artist can think of to apply ink to a plate. The ink may be
manipulated after it is applied by adding, removed partially, or wiped off completely.
While the ink is still wet, a piece ofpaper is placed over the top of the plate. The plate is
then run through a printing press or rubbed by hand with a wooden spoon or a roller.
Once the plate is printed there is usually a little ink left on the plate to print again.
Although ink maybe left there is not enough to produce a print of the same quality. If
you do decide to print this again it is referred to as a ghost print because of the faded look
that results from the lack of ink left on the plate. If ink is applied over this ghost image it
will create a completely different image. This type ofprint (monotype) makes it almost
impossible to get two prints exactly the same. The two prints Eye on You and Eye on




monotype prints; the prints show my
movement into abstraction and fragmentation of the figure. They both have multiple
fragments of figures in them. Drawing on the plate that was just printed makes the
second print; by doing this, there is a ghost image on the plate of the previous print.
When doing a print or drawing, I look at the figure and concentrate on the part that grabs
my attention. A natural approach
works best for me, I cannot analyze every line, doing
that is too controlled and does not flow well. The monotype printing techniques has
endless possibilities for me. This was the start ofmy interest in printmaking. As
Pearlstein said, "The naked body is the most familiar ofmental images but we only think
we know
it"
(Pg 31, Viola, 1982). Up to now I believe this was my problem; I had this
image in my mind ofwhat the figure should look like and was not really seeing the figure
itself. This caused great frustration and apprehension towards drawing and even painting
the figure.
For the first couple ofweeks I stuck to my old drawing style, but with Keith's
encouragement, I moved to a more expressive style that proved beneficial. This new
style felt natural; for the first time I enjoyed drawing the figure. This new profound
desire led me to change my thesis. Not knowing exactly what I wanted to do, I talked to
Keith and he suggested that I concentrate on something I loved and cared about. Since
my new love was the figure, I decided to focus on drawing and painting the figure. In
addition, I had a new interest in violence against people, especially women. I wanted to
experiment a little bit with some differentmediums and began contemplating casting the
female body. In my work, I hope to move people and to pose questions. In principle,
each work I make is a question in which I do not have the answer and sometimes there is
a question that leads to another question. As Boltanski stated, "The role of an artist as I
see it is to ask questions, not through writing but through images which pose questions to
those who look at
them"
(Pg 124, Escher, 1997). My thesis work did this in a subtle way.
As the viewer looked closer they realized the colored designs on the sculptures are
paragraphs of information and graphs of statistics on violence against women. After
reading this information, my hope is that they would began to think and maybe question
some of their thoughts on this topic.
Transition from Illustrator to Fine Artist
In my senior year at RIT, I took a personal focus class with Luvon Sheppard. For
this class we had to pick our own project. I chose something that I did not normally do,
oil painting on canvas. Since this was so new to me, I did a lot of experimenting. I
decided on using the raw side of the canvas in a large format. I thinned out the oil paint
to the consistency ofwatercolor or very thin acrylic. These two factors combined to
create a different painting style and a new approach. "He draws or paints with his entire
body: the broad sweep ofhis gestures...", says Constance Glenn (Pg 24, Glenn, 1985).
As Jim Dine did in his paintings, I also noticed that with this large format, I started to use
my body more in my paintings. I believe the painting "John
Coltrane" (48"
x 30") was
the catalyst to my transformation into more of a fine artist. As an illustration major, prior
to completing this piece, I mostly worked on illustration board or small canvas boards.




on the raw side of the canvas
with the backside gessoed. As an experimental painting, I decided to thin oil paint to the
consistency ofwatercolor. This coupled with painting on raw canvas, which was similar
to painting on semi-dry watercolor paper and produced beautiful blends. The cooler
shades set the mood and feeling of the painting, which captured the essence of the music.
The subtle blends flow together just as his music seamlessly flows together. With
"Coltrane"
and other paintings, I have placed a face in the middle of the canvas, which is
similar to Chuck Close. As Lyons stated "Placing his images squarely in the middle of
the canvas, which they nearly fill, Close gives his paintings neither context nor
composition"
(Pg 17, Lyons, 1987). This is the first painting that I did for myself, by
doing so I just let the painting speak to me, and went with the flow. It seemed natural to
place the face in the center; however, unlike Close, I did create some composition with
the use of another figure to the lower right. This also creates some conflict. The viewer
creates the context of the painting, which is similar to many ofClose's paintings. The
conflict that is created by the additional figure is probably why Close usually only paints
the face of his subjects. After starting a couple of other paintings in a similar manner,
one ofmy professors told me about Chuck Close. After looking at my images, I did
notice similarities in my work compared to his. His work is in a different media for the
most part and on a much larger scale. Looking at his work also opened up other
possibilities of techniques and materials that I could incorporate in my portraits. Until
then, I had never considered a career as a fine artist. This transformation involved a
major change in my thinking and a career move. During my senior year, I could see this
change slowly happening; so could some ofmy professors. This is why I choose my
current thesis board. All of them helped to stimulate and encourage me to explore new
avenues of experience.
Shortly into the process ofmy thesis, Luvon told me about George Segal, an artist
whose work caught my attention immediately because it resembles many ofmy own
pieces. His work inspired me to want to learn more about casting with plaster and other
materials. Since my painting was of fragments of the figure, already my mindset was in
tune with what would be the product ofmy casts. According to Marco Livingstone's
book, Segal could also not understand why certain fragments of the figure were so
attractive looking and captured your attention. I understand this statement completely. I
have a certain piece that just captures my attention every time I see it, and I cannot put a
finger on one certain reason why I like it so much, which for me is a sign of a great piece
of art. I was now experimenting with different release materials for the plaster molds and
casts. At that point, I was using Vaseline, which works well but it leaves an oily residue
on the plaster mold and cast, possibly harming the cast. I started to use a mold release
that resembles a soapy liquid, because it foams up like soap. Preparing the right amount
to create a thick layer for easy release is difficult. There is a fine line between the cast's
sticking to the mold and the perfect release. You need to apply thin layers until it
becomes slippery, and the amount can vary. After it is applied, one must spray the mold
with water fast, dab up the excess water and pour in the plaster, letting the plaster dry and
pull out the dried plaster to reveal the final cast. This part I was having problems with;
the cast was not releasing easily. I tried using compressed air to build up air pressure
between the cast and the mold to release them from each other, and fortunately, this
worked. This technique works extremely well when working with fiberglass casts.
Rodin states, "Each artist must go his own way, so let those who work with words
do as they will; in my work I will pursue not what I know, but rather what I am beginning
to
learn"
(Pg 52, Crone, 1992). This is what interested me; just having enough
information to start painting, casting, etc. is what pushed me further to learn more. Once
I saw the rough samples in the beginning, it really pushed me to learn and practice more.
Now knowing the procedure for the process ofmaking a cast, (the next step was making
parts of the body) and the ultimate goal would be creating a full body cast. Even though I
want to be able to cast a whole figure, I believe the majority ofmy casting work will be
of fragments of a figure. As with my castings, when I draw the figure I usually focus in
on one part. I am not sure if the reason is because ofhow the parts and lines come
together, or if it is the shape, or all of these together.
With the majority ofmy show made up of life size sculptural pieces, it took some
time and experimentation to get my show together. Not having an extensive background
in sculpture, I had to start with the basics. Never having done anything on a life size
scale and really only having cast a hand eight years earlier I had to start out small.
Starting out small and simple gave me time to experiment with differentmaterials, in
which I found that cotton cloth, similar to cheesecloth, worked best. This cloth, along
with plaster, mixed a little thinner than the (instructions on the bag suggest) dried slower
and gave some extra working time. Not having a background in sculpture allowed me to
keep an open mind and take suggestions without having a bias towards a certain
technique or materials. The major down side was that this experimentation took time and
research about materials and techniques. One example that I found out is that plaster and
most synthetic materials do not work together. Working my way up to being able to cast
a woman's torso was a challenge, even more so was getting it to a point where it was a
useable mold. Now having enough control over the plaster and cloth, I was able to cast
once and use it as amold to make other plaster and fiberglass casts. I have the ability to
cast about half of a body and am working on being able to cast a full figure. I have the
control to cast smaller pieces; I just need to work on being able to piece them together
correctly, similar to what Segal did with his life size figures, and sturdily enough to
withstand the force ofpouring Hydro stone or plaster inside of it. With this done, I can
work my way up to my goal,
which is a full figure.
Start on My Thesis
At this time, I was also learning about intaglio printmaking. Keith wanted us to
experiment with printing and what we did with our prints. Mine were abstractions of the
figure. Some ofmy prints turned into a paper cast, "[which was] [hjovering at the
boundary between painting and sculpture...", says Judith Stein (Pg 10, Stein, 1985). The
prints that I used were more like that of an abstract painting. It gave a new perspective to
the cast, something of a soft gentleness with the emphasis on the female torso. This
showed the true nature and beauty of the torso. The design complemented the lines and
form of the torso. This became the foundation ofmy thesis. An elaboration of this
experiment was taking my prints and tearing them up to use for a paper cast of a female
torso. Dealing now with prints that were three dimensional, I had to take into
consideration how the marks and eventually, the type, would wrap around the forms of
the body. "Where its function is to delineate the technical styling of a detail that is
worthy of closer attention, the fragment emerges as a basic element of
impact..."
(Pg 6,
Crones, 1992). The original paper cast showed me how the prints interacted with each
other, as well as the form of the figure. The major problem I encountered was that while
using black prints with red prints, the black was a little overpowering. Therefore, I mixed
black and magenta together to get a dark red. The intensity of the red was gone, while
magenta has offset black's dreariness.
The subject matter viewed in the prints came about after doing some research on
violence and abuse against women. "[Charles] White's deep and abiding interest [was] in
creating public art that was
both educational and enlightening in pursuit of a better
understanding..."
(Pg VI Forward, Barnwell, 2002).] This is why I picked a government
report to print and use for the paper casts. The casts created a foundation to educate the
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public on a topic that means a lot to me. My interest in the issue of violence came from
many lectures and talks over the last couple of years. Some of these lectures and talks
concentrated on violence against women, which is a subject that I feel very passionate
about. One lecture by Jackson Katz moved me in a way that none of the others did. He
spoke on topics that ranged from violence against gays to violence against women. Katz
is one ofAmerica's leading anti-sexist male activists. His talks really affected me, I felt
motivated to help, even if it was just bringing the topic to light in a new way. For this I
used a government report which was mainly made up of text ranging from rape statistics
to domestic violence with some graphs that break down where, how, and by whom these
crimes were committed.
A problem I had while working with this material was keeping the paper for the
cast together. Potato starch was what I was using; this seemed to work well in most parts
of the cast, but I needed something else. Being a creative artist, I tried using Elmer's glue
thinned out with water to repair the first couple of experimental pieces which worked.
The only problem was that if any glue got on the paper that you
would see it left a glossy
spot, whereas the starch was flat. Soaking the pieces longer in a stronger potato starch
solution seemed to work better. With a paper change and longer soaking the problems
disappeared. Now that the paper casts were together, it was time to find a way to hang it
on the wall.
The original plans were to set up my studio as my thesis show; however, this
changed. Instead, it became limited to showing my paper and plaster casts, along with
one wall of smaller paintings. I felt that these paintings complimented the sculptural
piece and showed a step in the transition
from two-dimensional to three-dimensional.
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The drawings did not fit into the feel of the show. The strong black and white was a
drastic contrast to the light subtle feeling of the rest ofmy work. Knowing what was
going to be in the show, I then had to set it up, which was a first for me to actually have
to set everything up. Actually, it was my first major show. Considering the changes
made in the week before my show, it was a great and surprisingly enjoyable experience.
I have learned a lot about going with the flow ofmy work and the changes that could
come about by doing a multi person show.
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Thesis Show
There are great compromises when putting on a show with more than a dozen
people. With artists ranging from printmakers and painters to glass and furniture makers,
many changes occurred with the original plans I had before I picked my space. Some of
these problems had an impact on my plans and work that may or may not have hurt my
original idea. Forme, having a wall ofglass, instead of a solid white wall posed some
problems. First, how was I going to hang my work, and what was I going to put against a
wall ofwindows? Along with not being able to hang them on the wall, they were now
going to be two feet away from the wall taking up vital floor space and necessary
sidewalls.
Having the sidewalls shorter in length meant I had to take out some of the spacing
between paintings and sculpture. This change actually helped because they were in
closer proximity to each other. Even though this change was only inches, it created a
warmer feeling within the space. It may never have had this warmth ifmy original plan
was carried out.
Since the pieces were not to hang on the windows themselves, it brought up the
question of how to hang them. Hanging them from the ceiling solved the problem ofnot
being able to use the wall, but did pose the question ofhow I was going to hang them
since their design was to hang from the wall. Suspending them with fishing line was the
best solution, but would they hang right since they were set up to hang on the wall? This
meant I needed to drill holes in the back to mount eyelets to be able to hang them with
fishing line. I experimented with three different kinds of adhesives. In the end
five-
minute epoxy worked well and was strong
enough to hold the pieces since they were all
less than seven pounds. Another problem occurred when I tried to hang the pieces. The
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hooks that I needed to put in the ceiling could only go in certain places. With this in
mind, I would not truly know how it was going to look until I installed them. It was not
what I first planned, but I thought it did work out well.
Hanging the pieces in front of the window created a dramatic effect, especially at
night or on an overcast day; at these times the windows were more like a black mirror
backdrop for the pieces. They created a dramatic difference, not only between the wall
and the pieces, but also between the other walls. This separation would not have been
there if I had had my original plan of all four walls being white. Receiving a space that
made me alter my plans really worked out for the better; altering my plans made me think
about what I wanted to say and what was important to me. Out of this thinking came a
simplified show where form was the focus with an underling message ofviolence against
women. Without these changes to my show, I believe the beautiful forms of the women
and the underlying message would not have come across. The narrowing down of the
details and work ofmy original plan were essential to the new design.
Having many conversations with others, fellow students and professors even
visiting artists, helped me tremendously. Topics ran the gamut
from personal beliefs
about my work to funding
artists'
work and back to my show. These talks helped me
narrow down the focus ofmy work and gave me a clearer understanding of the direction
and statement that I wanted to make. With my work based on the female form, the
question that came up most was whether the
emphasis ofmy work was on form itself or
the message behind the form. For this show and my work up to now, it was on form first
and the message second. I believe the beautiful forms would bring viewers in and once
they looked at the work, they would













sculptures. The red and black on these pieces were just not abstract shapes but words and
graphics about violence against women. Therefore, the message about violence against
women came second to the pure beauty of the female form. Even though Charles
White's work is beautiful, "His work was about nurturing the human spirit and
expressing ultimate concern for people, reminding viewers of the inhumane acts people
commit against each other, and encouraging them to continue to work formeaningful
social
change"
(Pg. Forward IX, Barnwell, 2002).
A visiting artist from Belgium, Marnix Everaert, had the most helpful insight
about seeing things from a different point ofview and from a different culture. We
talked about how he could tell through our talks that my work was from my heart and
meant a lot to me. Even though he had only known me for a couple of days at the time of
this talk, it made me feel great how strongly my feelings and passion for my work came
across. In an email months later he wrote, "I would like to say that I felt a lot of integrity
in these talks and a certain kind of honest towards your own work
(sk)"
(Everaert).
Another point that he mentioned in his email was "Keep this spirit, it's the key to become
a honest artist
(sk)"
(Everaert). This is also important to me because I would like to
believe that I am, and try to be, honest with myself at all times. This honesty comes from
being true to yourselfwith who you are as a person. Being true to myselfwill reflect in
my work, which according to the talks
I had with him it has come through.
At this time, I was thinking about doing an installation ofmy studio to show all of
my work and my thought
process. This would be a raw look into my inner soul. With
many topics talked about, one
stuck out. This still does, Marnix and I discussed labeling
or naming our work. After talking we believed,
that a label or name of a piece, or in my
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case, an installation, brings with it a bias and/or preconceptions even before a viewer sees
it. What he had done in the past was to name his pieces with arbitrary words; he played
around with naming them using a word of the opposite meaning than his piece was
portraying. Around this time, I thought hard about our talks and names that would work
for my piece. However, as we talked, they all had preconceptions that came along with
them. With the help of others, I took the names I had and asked people what they thought
of the list of the possibilities. Everyone had some vision ofwhat my installation would
consist of or what it would depict with every name. At this point, I decided to just name
it untitled.
With untitled being the name, or lack ofname, I also needed to narrow down what
I was going to put in the installation. I had suggestions to take out many pieces from
drawing to painting that did not match because of style difference or coloration. One
professor also suggested not doing an installation ofmy studio because it was
overpowering my underlying statement of violence against women. Through talks with
my board members, I decided to go with an installation ofpaintings and sculptural pieces
about violence against women. Having all finished pieces in my show now I needed to
complete the ones I originally set aside in different stages of completion. The same was
true for some of the multi panel paintings I had been doing. Having narrowed my focus,
I was worried about not having enough work.
Worried already, one conversation with a professor really made me think I was
not going to be able to get finished in the next two
or three weeks. We talked about what
I had narrowed my work down to and he thought I had
a chance to make a profound
statement in this installation. I did have the chance to have people walk away from my
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work crying and emotionally drained, but was it me? If so, I now needed to do three
more major pieces in the next two weeks. With a plan in my mind and a layout for a new
installation, the weight of this show was coming down on me. I talked to another
professor about my new plan and my concern about the timetable I had for completing it.
After a long talk and some time to sleep on it, he called me on Sunday and set a meeting
time forMonday to discuss it. During our talk, we both thought that even though it was a
great idea that I could and may pursue, it was not who I was, and not meant for this body
ofwork. My pieces were about the beauty of the female form and the message was a
secondary element. To help me visualize my show, I set up a mock space in the studio to
place my pieces. With the help ofmy good friend Sarah who has some experience with
gallery shows, I laid out my pieces and took pictures of them. This was a learning
process for me since I have never had the opportunity to layout part of a gallery show.
Sarah has been in shows before and has worked in a gallery setting. Her input with my
show was invaluable to having a successful opening and a great show. With everything
set I only had to make a fewminor adjustments to hanging the pieces to fit the space. For
example: the distance that the pieces would hang from the ceiling. Something like this
you need to wait for the show or have exact measurements for the space.
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Conclusion
One ofmy biggest fears for my show was something that had surprised the artist
Pearlstein also "...[was] that so many emotional and sexual qualities could be read into
[his work] (Pg 23, Viola, 1982). With the female form being the subject ofmy show,
there was the potential for this to happen. Because all the forms that ended up going into
my final show were nude, I worried about the connotation going along with that in
modern day society. In the world today the woman's body is usually looked at or used in
a sexual way, especially in advertising. Fortunately, this did not happen. For the most
part, viewers had not seen my work as an erotic statement at all. One group ofwomen
actually thought the work was done by a woman because of the nonsexual look of the
pieces. This statement made my day and possibly the show for me. Just knowing that
this group ofwomen looking at my work understood and appreciated the statements that I
was trying to get across was so satisfying. Therefore, for me the show was a success and
a great experience too.
To view the show, there is a CD inside this book containing a virtual tour. This
gives viewers control to move around my space. They are able to pan in all directions
along with being able to zoom in and out on my work. I hope that people enjoy my show
as much as I enjoyed putting it on.
On a last note many people have asked how my work relates to artwork of today
or why should someone look at it, if even for just a
minute? This is hard to answer
because I did not create any of the work with these gestures
in mind. Yes, I do hope that
the topic may be thought ofor raise a question,
or raise an eyebrow of thought. For me,
all of this work and the work I have done over the past two years has been my passion.
The subject matter and the content of the prints have been my life. It was not meant to
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question or relate to anything specific, but myself. It was a growing experience for me
not only as an artist, but as a person as well. For me, this is far more important than
trying to create art that relates to the art world or what is going on in the world today. In
creating my show, I know my work relates to my inspirational work from Segal and his
sculptural pieces to Dine and his charcoal and pastel drawings. For many artists the
social importance and its relevance to the art world is not always their first priority. Most
of the time it is my belief that many artists create art that is important to them in the small
chance that it may touch or make an impact on people and the art world, but that was not
my goal, or even on the list of reasons why I did it. It's relevance, importance to society
and the art world may be important to others, but for me, it is not because it was not
intended to be, it was my interest and passion. As I said before, now that I look back on
it, this was more of a journey as an artist, and a person than a statement, with that I will








x 24") Charcoal Drawing
Drawing cartoons was my first interest and it is ironic that the art appears in my
master's work to play such a major role. I now love drawing the figure. My preferred
mediums for drawing are charcoal and conte crayon. This charcoal drawing is very
tranquil and soothing to me. The line quality varies between thick and thin, with the
darker black tones giving the figure some form. Through the sweeping marks of the
charcoal, the movement of the model is visible, capturing the movement of her arm and
hand across her body as she gets into a new pose. Rodin was a pioneer of his time in the
way he used models. In his later works he let his models move about at their own will. I
know for me, my best drawings came from letting the models pose themselves. They
were more natural and captured more of their personality in the process. The
models'
personalities come out when they are able to move freely. This is also when I am about
to capture the little gestures or the stance that is the essence of who they are. I believe
building a relationship with the models also helps in understanding who they are as a
person; it really enables me to capture who they are. Some of my best work has come
from working with close friends who have posed for me.
There is a bond between the
artist and model, creating a comfortable atmosphere, which,
for me, is an ideal situation
for drawing or painting with a model. Drawing and ideas just flow easily in these
situations. "Schiele's talent for omitting the nonessential and emphasizing what was









x 24") Acrylic Paint
Most ofmy artwork centers on the female figure. This painting shows the process
ofpainting, from start to finish. By keeping parts of it unfinished, I can draw the viewer's
attention to certain parts. The eye will move around the painting but will always come
back to the part that is finished. This was my first full body painting of a nude figure. A
little looser drawing style like this is more of the work that I enjoy doing. With the
drawing style loose, it allows me to be a little looser with the paint strokes and edges
within the figure as well. This creates an energy which may not be in the pose, but within
the model. This goes back to knowing the model; she is not a friend but a model that I
have worked with often. You can see what she is looking at or peer into her mind to see
her thoughts. This is my take on the painting. Working on a bigger scale is also helpful.




so working with a bigger
size gave me the opportunity to express myself. I also use a limited palette, which makes
me mix all my colors. Mixing my colors challenges me and keeps my painting cohesive.
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Female Nude with Long Hair Propped
up on Her Arm
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Girl Lying on Her Back
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